Archive Accelerator
Restore

For Veritas Enterprise Vault™
It’s true that Veritas Enterprise Vault™ is one
of the market’s most powerful platforms for
e-mail and content archiving. But sometimes
you need to restore messages back to a user’s
mailbox. That’s when customers turn to Vault
Solutions Archive Accelerator Restore.
The restore feature built into Enterprise Vault typically
returns all items from the archives into mailbox – even
those with deleted shortcuts. Unfortunately, this
often puts unwanted messages back in the user’s
mailbox.
Archive Accelerator Restore empowers administrators
to easily and quickly restore any Exchange message
archived by Veritas Enterprise Vault.
With Vault Solutions’ Archive Accelerator Restore,
items can optionally be restored based only on current
shortcuts. The unattended mode schedules multiple
mailbox restores at convenient times, such as evenings
or on weekends. Included is the ability to restore items
for which there are no shortcuts.
The restoration process is managed by administrators
directly via the management console interface. This
process is multi-threaded and can be set to run during
off-hours.
Targets include: Exchange Mailbox, Exchange Personal
Archive, Office 365 Mailbox, Office 365 Archive
Mailbox, and Google Apps for Business. Archive
Accelerator also has the unique ability to migrate
journal archived data to Google Apps with Vault or to
Office 365 Mailbox Archives.
The solution is capable of processing up to 40
mailboxes per server simultaneously, while multiple
servers can be used with automatic load-balancing.

Key Features:
Option to Restore all Items or
Only Those with Shortcuts
Multiple Mailboxes Restored
Simultaneously
Can Migrate Journal Archive Data to Google
Apps with Vault or Office 365 Mailbox
Archives
Can Restore Direct to Google
Apps for Business
Straight-Through Processing (STP) for
Direct Migration for Industry Leading
Performance Complete Audit Trails

Archive Accelerator can typically processes up to
400,000 messages per hour!
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